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BECK rOUSTED, GROSS MISUSE OF FUNDS

i; God's Last
Call Says
T Billy Graham

NEW YORK an —Evangelist
Billy Graham warned Sunday
night that his Madison Square
Garden crusade "may be God's
last call to this generation" beore the world is destroyed.
"I have not only God's word
for it that the end of the world
'is in sight," he said, "but I also
have the word of the scientists.
"The Iron Curtain countries
are arming to the teeth and we
in the West are arming to the
teeth, and we are told that in a
flash—in a moment—it is possoble to destroy New York with
the push of a button."
Graham addressed an overflow
crowd of 19,000—the .largest yet
in New York—in the fifth night
of his crusade.
The 38-year-old evangelist said
the crusade in New York was
"the biggest and most important
mission of my life." At the close
of his sermon 131 persons came
forward to malte "decisions for
Christ."
,g In the first five night of Gra•Ifiam's crusade here 3,757 persons
have made "decisions for Christ."
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Oklahoma A
After Deluge -

I Admits Once Red

Letter To Editor

wir

To The Editor*
I wish it were possible for me
to express my gratitude to all
the wonderful people, organizations, and newspapers for the
many heatrwarming tributes paid
to my nephew, the late Charles
K. O'Connell.
Charles" was loved because he
deserved to be loved. Nobody
knows that better then "P. His
life reflected not only a political,
philosophy
personal
but
a
preached by all politicians —
but practiced by few. That philosophy was, "Give — rather than
take." In more than 20 years as
a state official, he made no money than his salary. And he gave
of that to the point where he
could not meet his own personal
obligations. He left no material
wealth, but he left vast riches
in the hearts of so many. His
record of honesty and integrity
in public office stands unchallenged.
I know how distressed he
would have been over the controversy create& in the appointment of his successor. I also
knew of his great love and respect for the Court of Appeals,
and especially for its present
methbership. Fortunately f o r
Kentucky, they, are a group of
men dedicated to truth, justice,
and honor
with courage to
fight the tempker's snare.
The court rib( only carried out
its constitutional duty in making
the appointment, It exercised the
best possible judgment in selecting Doris Owens. A more capable
deserving person for that position could not have been found.
She, too, has served the court
efficiently, unselfishly, and honorably for almost 30 years—and,
until now, without political interference.
It is my fervent prayer that
the people of Kentucky, a n d
especially Charles' friends, will
turn out in massive hoards to
vote for Doris for clerk of the
Court of Appeals. Nothing would
please him more
_„
Kathryn K. Guilfoile
(Mrs. Neal Guilfoile)

Murray Little
League Season
Open Tuesday

Murray's Little- League season
will open Tuesday, May 21st 6:00
p.m. at Little League Park.
Remember that Murray's State
Champion American Legion team
of last year was composed mainly
of Murray's first Little League
team, Coach Red Howe said.
Come out and see Murray's
future baseball stars in action.
Watching Little League baseball
will give you an evening of
enjoyment as well as lend moral
support to a worthy cause, officials said.

Experts Watch For
Second Rare Bird
PAUL BOATIN, newly elected
president of the Dearborn engine unit of Local 600, largest
Auto Workers local, representing 65,000 Ford employee, tells
the Senate internal security
subcommittee In Washington
that he was a Communist for
some 10 years, but was expelled
(International)
in 1949.

----NEW ORLEANS ilfi —Experts
watched today for the hatching
of a second rare whooping crane
in a captive nest that represents
possibly the only hope of preventing extinction of the species.
Josephine and Crip, the only
pair of whooping cranes in captivity, hatched the first of their
two eggs early Sunday. That
chick raised the whooping crane
population to 30. There is one
other whooping crane in captivity.
Dr. George Douglas. superintendent of Audubon Zoo, permitted assentists, newsmen and
bird lovers to watch the nest
only from a high-powered telescope on top of a nearby building.
This is the third time Josephine and Crip have hatched
offspring. Two eggs which made
headlines in 1955 were crushed
and last year an owl carried off
one chick and another died of
disease.

--Seven Year Old
Recovering From
Terrible Ordeal

Asks for Haven 1

MANOR VILLE, N. Y. ali —
Seven-year-old Benny Hooper,
who iLavived a 23ti-hour entrapment in the bottom of a onefoot aide well shaft, today was
reported out of danged arid well
on the ioad to recovery.
Week-end X-rays showed that
the sandy - haired 55 - pound
youngster was sufferierfiom a
simple inflammation of the right
lung and inflammations pf the
bronchial tubes and the sinuses.
In addition, he was under treatment Ilnr a nerve injury of the
left arsn.
But doctors indicated that the
slender, blu .e.Ayed boy, whose
entombment in the dark, damp
well shaft touched aft a 24-hour
tong drama, would be able to
leave Bayview Hospital in Mastic Beach by this week end.,
Looks Good, Lively
He looks good and is very
lively," said Dr. J. H. Kris, the
physician who has attended Benny since his fall into the well
Thursday evening. Kris,-who supervised the pumping of oxygen
into the narrow hole throughout
Benny's entrapment, said the boy
would remain ,in an oxygen tent
until the spot on his lung — a
little larger than a dime—disappears. Doctors described the lung
inflammation as,"neumonitis," a
mild from of pneumonia.
Surrounded by toys and getwell telegrams from friends and
anonymous well-wishers, Benny
still was not permitted to sit
up, except for meals—and then
only When supported by nurses.
Doctors
emphasized, however,
that this was a precautionary
measdre. The wide-eyed youngster, doctors noted, was well
enough Sunday to devour a milk
shake, some chocolate pudding
and cereal, in addition to a variety- of beverages.
.
With his temperature at 102.8
degrees Saturday night, doctors
feared that complications might
set in, jeopardizing his recovery.
Sunday. however, the boys
temperature dropped to 100 degrees at 9 p.m., then to 99 this
morning.
Tells About Ordeal
Doctors, nurses, the boy's parents and other visitors avoided
discussing the terrifying ordeal.
But not Benny.
"I was mad down there. I was
gritting my teeth. I was swearing," he told his mother. "I could
feel the sand between my teeth."
The child's father. Benjamin
(Continued on Page Two)
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MARIAN ZIELINSKI, 23, who came
to New York from Poland to
take part in the International
Trade Fair which ended April
30, came out of hiding to tell his
story to INS reporter Jack Lotto.
Zielinski said he renounced his
Communist-ruled country and
asked for asylum in the United
States. He said he did not want
to go back to Poland because
"there Is no freedom there?

Murray State Wins
OVC Tennis Meet

By NAUREEN GOTHLIN
United Press Staff Correspondent
—Teamster
WASHINGTON
President Dave Beck was ousted
as an AFL-CIO vice president by
the AFL-CIO high command today on grounds of "gross misuse" of union funds.
The action came shortly after
Beek refused at an unprecedent.ed dosed-door AFL-CIO trial -to
answer charges that he h a d
brought the -labor movement into
"disrepute."
AFL - CIO - President George
Meany announced that the 25
members of the AFL-CIO Executive Council who were present
today had unanimously voted
Beck's ouster—an unprecedented
action.
"There is not the faintest question in our minds that he is completely guilty of violating" trade
union laws, through his use of
union money which is "a sacred
trust," Meany said.
Meetly
said
the
question
whether the ..142-yeae-rotd Teamsters Union chief was guilts;
violating federal or state laws
involving "theft or embezzlement" was not the concern of the
executive council of which Beck
had been a member since August,
1950.
Beck had appeared before the
council this morning for only a
half hour. During his appearance. Fleck refused to accept his
previous suspension as an AFLCIO vice president and council
membererr t& An..-CIO charges
against hien. Meany said Beck's removal
from the executive council and
the vice presidency could be
appealed at the An-clo convention next December.
Meany said Beck would have
to get the Teamsters Union to
appeal the action

By UNITED PRESS
Murray State and West Kentucky captured Ohitt Valley conference title in two spring sports
By UNITED PRESS
last weekend when Murray won
Rampaging rivers that turned
the tennis title and Western
vast
into
a
, parts of Oklahoma
took the "golf crown.
receded
sea during the week end
Versatile John Powless, ranked
..'
today, and authorities counted
third by the Midwest Tennis
damages in the state's "greatest
Association, swept all the champdisaaster" at about 25 million
A group' of Murray citizens
ionships for the second straight
dollars
returned Sunday night from Atyear to help Murray post 28
The Arkansas River, in its
lantic City, New Jersey, where
points. Western was second with
worst flood in history, spared the
they attended a meeting of per18 points.
city of Tulsa Sunday when it
sons interested in city water
Powless. who also plays on
began subsiding after cresting
and sewerage disposal systems
the Murray basketball team. won
about one foot above the I9-foot
Rob Huie, Murray Water and
the Class A singles and was
flood stage.
Sewer System superintendenl, and
on the winning doubles team
Residents who had moved to
at Bowling Green Saturday.
H. W. Wilson, Gaylon Thurman,
higher ground in anticipation of
Other. team scores were TenNOT DRIVING
Jr. and Phillip D. Pitchell memIti crest seven feet above flood
nessee Tech 10. East Tennessee
stage, returned to their homes
bers of the water and sewer
10; Middle Tennessee 7, Morewith the aid of National Guard
committee of the city council
head 7, and Eastern Kentucky
MUSKETON HEIGHTS, Mich
and commercial trucks.
6.
made the trip.
811 — Drunk d iving charges
The river overflowed downWhile in Atlantic City, the against
Western put together a team
Sidney Piasecki.,48, were
stream at Bixby, forcing some
group inspected products of many
score of 605 for the 36 holes
dropped when he submitted a
1,000 residents to flee, but many
of medal play at Richmond to
ckifferent companies who had good defense — he wasn't drivof than were able to move back
wrap up the OVC golf title.
Firemen were called Saturday thesis on display. Included in ing. Piasecki was the sole ocby nightfall.
Donald Edwards of Eastern
State Civil Defense Director night at 11:50 to the home of the exhibits were various units cupant of the car on his arrest.
won the individual championship
He
explained
his
wife
George
had
Weeks
been
Tom Brett, terrned the floods
where a mattress and parts which are used in
with an even par, 144, over
driving, but ,he becarr. • angry
Oklahoma's "greatest disaster." was blazing. The mattress was
city water systems and city sewer with him and parked
Madison Country Club course.
the
destroyed
the
'car
by the fire and some
estimated damage to farms
However, the tournament's hotsystems.
and walked away.
and other private property at damage was done to the floor.
test round was fired by Eastern's
Smoke damage also occurred
$17,135,000. Highways, bridges
Jim Chandler, Shelbyville, who
and roads suffered an estimated at the scene of the fi.-e. Booster
shot a three-x.0er par 69 Saturseven million dollars in damage. lines from both trucks were
• day.
A United Press count showed used to extinguish the blaze.
Middle Tennessee finished secMrs. Weaks and the children
at least 33 persons have been
ond with 619; Tennessee Tech
/
, killed in weather-caused acci- were at home at the time of
was third with 533; Eastern was
dents since Wednesday when a the fire, while Mr. Weaks was
in fourth place with 641 and
tornado slammed into Silverton, at his restaurant on the court
East Tennessee was last with
Tex. There were 22 dead in square.
648.
. 'Texas, 9 in Oklahoma and 2 in
Cause of the fire has not
In other activity in spring
• Kansas.
been determined as yet
sports over the weekend, Fred
At Stockton,.Calif., Army and
TVA and distributors of TVA preceding aRtuisition, on power Mississippi have requested advice Travis of Centre College won the
i civilian helicopters were schedulpower will pay about $12.250,000 property purchased and operated and information looking to re- singles championship in the Kened/to take part in an attempt to
in taxes or in lieu of taxes to by TVA at the close of fiscal distribution of the major part tucky Intercollegiate Athlete Condry out the rain-soaked central
states, counties, and municipali- year 1956 and on that portion•of fVA's payment to that state ference tennis meet at Berea.
California cherry crop.
ties in their power service areas of land acquired for reservoir government among local juris- Travis defeated James Powell
The copter blades will be used
during the fiscal year ending purposes and allocated or esti- dictions on the basis of relative of Berea, 6-4. 6-3, in the finals.
to fan the orchards in hopes of
'June 30, 1957. Payments by TVA mated ti be allocable to power. current value of TVA property
Bellarmine's Don Fiangman and
preventing mildew on the ripento seven states and 137 cdunties Payments to 98 counties remain located in the -different counties John Buschmeyer took the doub'Mg fruit.
wit laggregate $4,744,401, while unchanged this year, as compar- and cities. Should Mississippi )es title from Jack Simpson and
payments to states and local ed with last year. Tax replace- take such action it will become Logan Gipe of Kentucky Wesgovernments by the municipal ment on the electric transmission the fourth, Tennesee Valley state leyan, 6-2. 6-0.
and cooperative distributors of line acquired from Mid-Valley to redistribute the TVA payment,
Bellarmine stayed in contention
City Judge Bob MeCuistion reTVA power are estimated at Pipeline Company results this the others being Kentucky, North for the KIAC baseball championported today that two drunks
$7,500,000.
year in increased payments to Carolina, and Tennessee.
ship by defeating Villa Madonna,
were picked up over the weekBenton
and
Humphreys
4-2, at Louisville Saturday.
counties.
The TVA payments of S4,State governments, with the
end. Citations were given for
Union leads the K1AC with
744,401 represent an increase of Tennessee; two other counties exception of Georgia. will receive
unnecessary noise and one perhave
small
Payments
7-2 record and has completed
increases.
a
$596,747 over such payments for
Increased payments over last
son was arrested for reckless
Bellarmine now stands
the fiscal year 1956, and $665,935 to 35 counties are smaller this year: Alabama, up $94.655; Ken- the season.
driving.
three games
more than payments made for year than last, but the decreases tucky, up $95,933; Mississippi, at 5-2 and has
remaining.
the fiscal year 1955. They are amount to as much as $100 in up $15,664; North Caeolina, up
Fleet Leonard Lyles of the
$3,409.824 more than the mini- only seven counties. Sales of $11,700; Tennessee, up $377,987;
account
,
"
University of Louisville swept
mum payments required by the surplus - reservoir land
and Virginia, up $1,550. Georgia's
and 220 yard dashes
property tax replacement provi- for the majority of TVA's county payment remains the same as last the 100
Viayment reductions; the land
and took the 120 yard low hurdles
sion of the TVA Act.
thus sold becomes subject to the year.
and was the outstanding performtrack.. meet won by Ft.
regular assessment or property
TVA was the largest taxpayer er in a
Campbell last Saturday at Ft.
The state of Kentucky will tax purposes.
to the State of Tennessee in
with
Payments to state governments. 1956. according to the Tennessee Knox. The soldiers finished
receive a total of $618.115 with
By UNITED PRESS
54 for Louisville
Calloway County itself receiv- except Georgia, represent 5 per Department of Finance and Tax- 86 points to
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
for Fort Knox.
ing $3,966.09 in taxes or in cent of gross power revenues ati(,n, paying about $400,000 more and 21
cloudy and somewhat warmer
less
apportioned
to
each
state,
of
taxes.
Final
inlieu
next
largest.
than
the
slayer
of
High
for
tonight
and
Tuesday.
on
today,
A 110 HUNT is
MORE ROOM
The Calloway figure includes the replacement of former ad formation for the 1957 fiscal year
today 74 with a low of 55.
pretty 9-year-old Brenda Jean
to
directly
valorem
taxes
paid
land.
body
pre(above),
whose
reservotr
available,
but
is
not
yet
Doucette
kShowers likely by Tuesday afterWATERBURY, Conn — 114 —
• counties. In tthe case of Georgia, liminary data indicate that TVA
was found near Bristol. Conn.
noon or night.
The City Parking Authority notithe
equivalent
the
payment
is
with
strangled
was
private
tax
child
largest
The
may
top
the
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
police board it intends
Payments to counties represent of former state and municipal payer .to the State Government fied the
her sweater, then stabbed, 22
Louisville 55, Lexington 54, Pato "allow for larger spaces beproperty
taxes
levied
on
missed
by
her
property
was
average
She
to
the
times.
amount
equal
the
ducah 53, Bowling Green 55,
in the current year by close to tween trafic meters to take care
parents when she did not reannual ad valorem county and acquired by TVA and allocated
Covington 54, London 57 and
three-quarters of a million dol- of the ever increasing length of
school
at
the
usual
power
from
paid,
for
purposes.
turn
taxes
to
property
district
Hopkinsville 55. '
new automobiles."
(International)
lars.
of
officials
time.
that
immediately
TVA
said
years
the two tax
Evansville, Ind., 53.

City Officials
Return From Trip

Firemen Called To
George Weaks Home

Altie

Over Twelve Million Is
Paid By TVA In Taxes

Hunt Stab Slayer

City Police Report

Weather
[
Report

-

•
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Action Comes As Union Head
Refuses To Answer Charges

The charges against Beck were
based on the Senate Labor Rackets Committee investigation disclosures and charges that he had
used more than $300.000 of
Teamster Union funds for personal matters.
"Whether Beck stole the funds
or borrowed them," Meany said,
"the record shows he took advantage of his position as a trade
union official to use money belong to dues-paying members for
his own personal gain and profit."
Meany said Fleck walked out
of his trial before the Executive
Council this morning after reading a 500-word statement rejecting the charges against him.
But "before he read his statement he listened to me for 20
minutes," Meany said.
Meany said he had summarized tile charges for Beck and "I
told him what 'I thought of his
act ions.'"
Asked if he would repeat what
he had said to Beck. Meany rePlied "I'd just as leave not"Yay.
Meany said the council had
not informed Beek of iti"Nerdict
before announcing it. He said he
did not know how Beck would
be informed—"He's here."
Meany also said that he "presumes" that the council will
elect a successor to Beck as an
executive council member during its meeting here this week.
The council' deliberated about
an hour before deciding on
Beck's ouster.
Meanwhile, one of Beck's chief
critics—Chairman John L. McClellan of the Senate Rackets
Committee—fired a new blast at
the embattled Teamsters boss.
The Arkansas Democrat said it
Is his belief that Beck "has committed many criminal offenses."
McClellan made the statement
i na letter to the American Civil
Liberties Union which had protested that (1) the committee
called Beck when he was under
indictment for federal income tax
evasion and (2) McClellan described Beck's use of union
funds as "theft."
The 62-year -old union leader
was brought to trial by the AFLCIO executive council on charges
of "malfeasance and maladministration" as an AFL-CIO officer
and "bringing the labor movement fro disrebute."
The council mot behind closed
doors, on the 8th floor at AFL-

+pro..
•

t-

CIO headquarters to give Beck
a chance to answer."
He flatly refused.
Beck, who is under indictment
on income tax evasion charges,
told the council that "to require
me to answer charges before this
body which relate in any way to
my defense against the t a x
charges would appear to violate:I:11Y rights, as an Anwrican.
as well as m_y_ rights as a longstanding member of the trade
union movement.
"Any answers to charges made
here," Beck said, could be readily subpenaed by the Senate
Rackets Committee which is investigating charges he has used
Teamster funds for his own personal gain.

400 Will Be
In Concert
Tomorrow
Approxjmately four hundred
students of Murray
Training
School will be heard in a Pop
Concert - Ice Cream Supper on
Tuesday, 7 p.m.. May 21.
The Pop Concert - Ice Cream
Supper is an outdoor activity.
it is to be staged in the East
Driveway of the Murray TraintnytcI l.,M'.r'aiorganizations
taking part in the Pop Concert
are:. First and Second Grade
Chorus, Third and ‘c)tirth Grade
Chorus, Fifth and Sixth Grade
Chorus. Seventh Grade Chorus,
Eighth Grade Chorus, High School
Chorus, Beginners Band. Fourth
Grade 'Orchestra, Fifth Grade
Orchestra, Sixth Grade Orchestra,
hughSlohool Orchestra, High
School Band, and the M.T.S.
Boys' Glee Club.
Ice cream, cake,,, and drinks
will be served throughout the
evening. Tickets for refreshments
may be obtained from students,
or purchased during the evening
on the grounds.
The final feature of the evening will be a parade of the
tilernentary room queens and
their escorts and all 'candidates
for Miss M.T.S. The elected Miss
M.T.S., Miss Olivia Barnett, will
be crewned. The public is cordially invited.'
TOO FAST
WATERTt/WN, Conn — SP —
The police Commission notified
that
fire department officials
some of the volunteers raced
throught the Middle of town at
"high and unsafe speeds" and
the practice 'must be stopped."

Indict Ex-_,FBI

orer •ftir

FORAM 1111 AGENT John Joseph
Frank (above) is under federal
Indictment in Washington on
charge of serving as an agent
of the Dominican Republic
without registering. Frank was
an FBI man from 1941 to 1949,
and now is a New Britain,
Conn., attorney. A grand jury
is investigating disappearance
of Gerald Murphy, an American pilot, and Jesus T. Degalindez, Columbia university professor who has been highly critical of Dominican President
Trujillo.
(bilernational)_,

•

•
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Cinci And Sox Show Heeli
To Chief Pennant Rivals

...AMIE'S MOTHER IS 79
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By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writer

and five other Brooklyn hits
and a walk broke open the
Dodgers' close game with the
be, who
Cardinals. Don New
hasn't lost to St. Lo is us six
years, went the distance for the
Dodgers to score his third victory. Stan Muskat and Wally
Moon humered kit St. Louis.

game for Detroit last season,
scored his sixth straight with a
five-hitter that sent the Senators
to their fifth loss in a row
their 16th in 19 games. Charier
Maxwell led the Tigers' ninehit attack with three safeties.
including a homer. Chuck Stobbs
lost his eighth straight decis.on of this year and his 13th in a
row dating back to hsi last triumph in 1956.

The Cincinnati itectIegrs and
Chicago White Sox don't have
much in common but it's an
acodemic point today because
they're showing only their heels
to their chief pennant rivals.
Both opened two-game leads
as
1111012
1
"
tra."
for
Office,
Murray.
KentockS•
Post
the
at
altered
Kooks Rescue* Shantz
in the major league races SunL Pet GB
Second Class Matter
day, the Redlegs uutslugging the
18 7 720
Chicago
Johnny Kucks rescued Bobby
20c, per Cleveland
Pittsburgh Pirates, 8-7 and 5-4, Shantz in the ninth as the Yan17 10 630 2
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
Tito Francona walloped t w o
elseand the White Sox scoring a 6-2 kees took advantage of three
17 10 630 2
New York
Mooch 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counues, per year S3.50;
homers and knocked in five rues
Sox.
Red
Boston
the
over
victory
2
1
/
16 14 533 4'
Detroit
Cleveland errors and a wind- to spark the Orioles' attack
'mere, $5.50.
Tom Acker gained credit for blown double that strated a ral2
/
15 15 500 51
4
llia
ti
Boston
gained Billy Loes his third v
although
wins
both Cincinnati
2
/
MONDAY - MAY 20, 1057
13 17 433 71
ly. Shantz was aided to his third The nightcap was halted by rain
Kansas City
innings
1-3
2
he hurled a total of
2
/
10 16 385 81
win by Mickey Mantle's seventh with Hal Brown and Rip ColeBaltimore
in relief. He came in to retire
7 24 226 14
Washington
had man involved in a scoreless duel.
one batter in the ninth inning home run. Rocky Colavito
for
homer
a
three
singles
and
of the opener and was returned
Yesterday's Results
the winner when George Crowe's the Indians.
John Doud, g hug
fourth hit drove in Johnny TemMAMIE OSINHOWER gives her mother, Mrs.
Baltimore 1 Kansas City 2. 1st
Duke Maas, who didn't win a
ple with the winning run in the
and kiss at Gettysburg, Pa, on Mrs. Doud's 79th birthday. The
rain
5inns,
0,
City
K.
0
Baltimore
(feterviationalSoundpkoto)
bottom of the frame. In t h e
Eisenbiowers gave a party for her.
Detroit 6 Washington 1
nightcap, he allowed one unearnNew York 5 Cleveland 3
ed run in the last two -innings
Chicago 6 Boston 2
and picked up the victory when
Wally Post snapped a 4-4 tie
with his eighth-inning homer.
Saturday's Results
Fischer Paces Chieox
Cleveland .8 Washington 1
,Bill Fischre won his second
1
York
New
2
Detroit
game for the White Sox although
Kansas City 7 Boston 5
Paul LaPalrne came on to hurl
repeating itself, or 'pose Crittenden County's Rockis
History
called
4,
the last two innings. Larry Doby
, Baltimore 4 Chicago
•
what Murray ets tomorrow.
is
that
least
at
agreement
! after 9 innings by
The rosters and season's in- knocked in two runs with a douHigh partisans hope when the
•
ble and a homer.
Tigers open in defense of their dividual batting averages are:
The New York Giants knocked
Today's Games
Regional Baseball Title against
the Milwaukee Braves two full
SOUTH CHRISTIAN (10-3)
South Christian at 7:30 tonight.
games off the Redlegs' pace with
Detroit at Washington. night....
Last year these same two nines Player-Poeltleir-AB Ff Aver a 6-3 victory and the
Brooklyn
Kansas City at Baltimore, night opened the playoffs and the
2 1 .500 Dodger scored
Jerry Gee, UI
seven runs in the
Cleveland at New York
locals prevailed to go on !and John Dixon, 1B, P 35 17 .486 ninth to
whip the St. Louis CarChicago at Boston
capture the tourney. They are Major Vier, CF, P
37 16 .432 dinals, 10-3, in the
other Naminus the superb pitching of Bobby Morris, P, 2B 37 16 .432 tional League
games. PhiladelTomorrow's Games
Tommy Wells won all three Bill Barr, SS
41 17 .415 phia and Chicago
were rained
regional games last year and Charles Petty, 3B
20 8 .400 out of a
double-header.
Kansas City at Washington, night hurled a one hit shutout over Mike Adams, RF,
32 12 .375
The Yankees moved into a secDetroit at Baltimore, night
Lafayette in the state tourney. Jimmy Mohon, P. 28 32 8
250 ond-place tie with the
Indians
Chicago at New York, night
But there are those who feel Cleo Hancock, LF
34 8 .235 when New York ended
.CleveCleveland at Boston
that Dan Pugh is just as capable Benny Cayce, C
31
7 .226 land's five-game winning
streak,
and the Tiger staff appears to W. Waldrop, P. 18
36 8 .223 6-3, and the Detroit
Tigers took
be balanced. Behind P u g h. J. B. Roberson, C
20 2 .100 over fourth place in the
AmeriCoach Dub Russell can call on Bill Rice, UO
..10 1 .100 can League with a 6-1
.
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16 10 .615 3
ed the field with an impressive
Brooklyn
2-inning scoreless tie
/
played a 51
DAVCO Semi-Gran Fertilisers
16 1.2 ..57I 4
18-0 record and the Tigers delt
Philadelphia
Totals
372 121 .32a ended by rain.
reer the day after Pearl Harbor St. Louis
pay for themselves over and
13 15 .464 7
them their lone setbAk. Now
Ray Katt singled with the
MURRAY (11 1)
when they offered the War De- New York
over again by giving high13 17 433 8
the situation is reversed and Player -Position
AB H Aver. bases filled in the eighth inning
partment free use of their 150
yielding, top-quality crops
2 Murray holds the best record
/
7 18 .280 111
Chicago
Jerry Buchanan, SS, p 42 23 .500 to break a 3-3 tie and enable
rowboats to anyone in uniform
2 of the five teams en,tered. The Dan
/
that mean extra profit at ik
8 21 .275 121
Pittsburgh
McNutt, 2B, RF 2 1 .500 the Giants' Johnny Antonelli to
From that day on, servicemen
Tigers decisioned 11 opponents; Dick
harvest time.
Hutson, 3B
8 3 .375 pick up his third win over his
beat a path to their pier.
their only defeat being administ- Carl Stout, 1B
ex-Milwaukee teammates. Willie
BELMAR, N. J. -40- An era
35
Their efforts woo recognition
.371
Yeaterday's Results
ered by Benton whom they stop- Nelson - Shroat. CF
has xnded at this C11.1,!: Jersey from President Eaenhower four
38 13 .361 Mays 'tripled in the sixth to
ped two times.
shore rcsurt.
Roy Smith, C, CF
40 14 .350 stretch his hitting streak to nine
years ago when he told Pat and Cincinnati 8 Pittsburgh 7 (1st)
For 19 years Mr. nad Mrs. Pat Sandy at the White House:
has a tears batting Dan Roberts, RF,CF 41 13 .317 games.
Murray
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Dealers In(2nd)
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Pittsburgh
5
Cincinnati
municipally
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Jim Gilliam ht two doubles
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are
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Chicago,
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.361. Buchanan leads all regional
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players in hits with 23.
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Ed
time
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Wells, LF
2 0 .000
The batting champion, howFort Dix and the Earle Ammuyear. the Breslins
NEW YORK IN,- The Inter1 0 .000
nition Depot came to regard Pat their lease this
ever, is Max Mays of Wingo's Jerry Henry, 3B
New York 6 Cincinnati 3
all
$1,000,
usual
their
national Boxing Club, already
and Sandy's Pier as an informal offered
surprising Indians who is cloutMilwaukee 8 Pittsburgh 5
afford.
could
Totals
339 104 .307 found guilty in the government's
home. unofficial but the most they
ing the ball at a fantastic .727
Philadelphia 7 St. Louis 5
anti-trust case, was stied' foi
popular military recreation area
For the first time in 19 years, 'Brooklyn at Chicago, ppd., rain clip. The Indian cag'e land diaTelephone 13C
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nine million dollars Friday by
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hoped would be a life-time ca- tive but to award the lease to
aged 10 runs per game this year
The suit filed in federal court,
-Brooklyn at St. Louis, night
and with better luck in their figure this one out: The Warsaw
the higher bidder.
(Only game scheduled).
pitching they might sw eep Radio announced that Poznan, accused James D. Norris, presi"It isn't so much ourselves."
where the latest television station dent of the IBC, and his associthrough the regionals.
the Breslins said as they sadly
South Christian has 5 players has begun operation, has no ates of attempting to keep the
packed the belongings and souTomorrow's Games
batting over .400, led by first registered sets at all in the first Callahan club from promoting
venirs accumulated during long
baseman - pitcher John Dixon quarter, in contrast to Kotowice championship boxing bouts.
years of friendship, given and re- New York at Chicago
Province, here there is no teleThe Callahan Club and Silverwith .486.
ceived.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati, night
This is the only contest slated vision station but there are 417 man charged the IBC with lining
"It's the boys. They liked it
hiladelphia at Milwaukee, night
up exclusive agreements with a
today and the winner will op- registered sets.
here."
Pittsburgh at St. Louia, night
"substantial number" of leading
• All Gulf Products
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to prevent surprise attack.
Here I. the Continental Air Defense Command's setup
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Woodrow Rickman..
For

SHERIFF

Democratic Primary

Your

OWEN BILLINGTON
State Representative
He helped give us our vote!

WHITNELL & SON

May 28, 1957

YOUR VOTE WILL BE APPRECIATED

All

Gas & Oil
Needs

CaPnway County

First Place on the Ballot

QUALITY WORK AT

antenna ever flown, will be put In use against
RADAR-EQUIPPED'blimps like this, carrying the biggest
was demonstrated by the /
surprise air attack boginnIng July 1. The antenna (as shown in cut-out),
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Air Defense Command in Akron, 0.
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Code Names
'Fool You
By LARRY COLLINS
United Press Staff Correspondent
ABOARD USS FORRESTAL
—They use,, code names like.
"Mickey Mouse" and "Donald
Duck" aboard this aircraft carrier to play a deadly game of
hide-and-seek with supersonic jet
•ikighters.
Even in practice the game
Is dangerous. The. sky is big but
'it shrinks fast in the inky Mediterranean night for two' jets
hurling toward each other at
700 miles an hour.
Yet the game must be played
night and day. Bomber interception is the one skill these
pilots sharpen and sharpen and
*sharpen. They must be 100 per
cent right, tonight and on the
night — if it ever comes — when
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Democrats and Republicans as
dinner guests, and that applies
to members of a President's
WH1TrHOUSE
Ledger & Times File
staff, too. Mrs. Cafritz says she
really doesn't believe political
By MERRIMAN SMITH
United Press White House Writer lines cut deeply into Washington
Dr. Ora Mason has announced that she has moved
society and that most politicians her
office from the Mason Memorial Hospital and wIll
GETTYSBURG, Pa. IP —Backregard dinner parties as relatively
stairs at the Whit Noise:
be located in the future at the location formerly used by
neutral ground.
President Eisenhower was away
Dr. Hale immediately behind the Boone Cleaners on
from Washington nearly half of
Fifth Street.
South
BrundPercival
Director
Budget
the first four months of this
Harry Lee Waterfield, who was a member of the
age has been under heavy fire
Maj.
Gen.
his
doctor,
year and
recently from sore sections of Murray High School graduating class of 1929, will reHoward McC. Snyder, could not
the Congress for the part he turn to his old school tomorrow night to deliver the comtbe more pleased.
played in drafting the adminis- mencement address ,to the 48 members of Murray's 1947
Snyder turns. At _Carl:Weir chilly
Welton's $71.800,000.000 -budget:- --- class. -shoulder to political critics who
There have ben demands that
Mildred Fae Swann of-Lynn Grove, g'icilduate student
would have the President stick
Eisenhower fire Brundage.
closer to his desk. Synder believes
in the department of Zoology at Louisiana State Univerfrequent periods of relaxation,
Fellow at the CaliforAt a 'recent cabinet meeting, sity, has been appointed a Gasney
even more than rest, constitute
academic year 1947the President looked down the nia Institute of Technoloey for the
the best prescription for the
long mahogany table at Bondage 48, it was announced by Dr. George Henry Mickey, asPresident's continued good health.
who was about to make a presen- sociate professor of Zoology at L.S.U.
tenon on possible budget savings.
Miss Ann Littleton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
A group of 80 Uettysburg lady
With a twinkle in his eye, Ei- Littleton of, .Murray repeated her victory of last yeaF
homemakers went to Washington
senhower nodded to his budget when she was named "Body Beautiful" at the annual
recently for a visit under the
director and said, "well, I see water carnival at Muray State College on Saturday night.
guidance ot the county extensiOn
you're still with us."
home economist. The only 'neighA heifer owned by Dr. R. M. Mason topped its class
borly thing to do was drop in
at the Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club sale held
It is only natural that presi- at $450
at the White House.
May 19.
dents worry on occasion about in Bowling preen on Monday,
Their Gettysburgh neighbor,
their more secret telehaving
Mrs. Eisenhower, arranged for
phone conversations overheard.
the ladies to have a speciallyThe late President Franklin D.
the
premises.
of
four
conducted
Roosevelt protected his secret
The Adams County women came
telephone talks with intimates
house
full
a
as
of
religion
light
and
the
with
glows
electricity
Garden
with
and
Square
Madison
loaded
aglow
he 'all
NEW YORK'S
by conversing in French 'on the
(Isteenatiotsta Beendphoto)
throng hears evangelist Billy Graham open his crusade.
things to talk about.
theory -that potentional eavesGettysburg
They reported to the
dropper probably would not be
Times that among the handsome
bilingual.
CANDIDATE FOR
they might play for real.
sights they saw was the beautiFor it weuld take just one
ful Gold Room of the White
UP
MOM CUTTING
enemy plane with just one atom
House.
— Mrs. CarCLEVELAND
bomb to turn this beautiful 250And this had members of the
paying a
million dollar, 59,560-ton ship
White House staff scratching their rie Long, 38, was
son Willis,
Into radioactive scrap.
heads in puzzlement. There is motherly visit to her
theft in the
I watched „sine of those games
no Gold Room at the White 18, held for auto
an electric
of chase flown by tnree pilots
House. There's a Blue Room, county jail, when
up. She
of VF14, the Navy's storied "top
a Green Room, and a Red Room, eye oti the door lighted
was carrying a five-inch straight
hat" squadron, now dancing above
but no Gold Room.
the 6th Fleet in the Mediterranean
What the ladies probably were razor in her purse.
in F3H McDonnell Demon allreferring to was the stately East
Forty-five years ago (1912)
weather jets.
Room which has a lot of gold
the birthdate of Marine
marked
Lt. (j8) Ed Feeks, New York
decor.
its
in
Corps Aviation when the first
City, was "it." He headed his
was ordered te
Demon on an outbound vector
Gwen Cafritz, one of Wash- Marine officer
for flight
200 miles east, looping back
ington's leading hostesses and the Naval Academy
toward the ship near the .island
party givers, has been serving training.
•-of Cyprus, trying to sneak back
up distinguished groceries to the
in for an "attack."
capital elite for a number of
In the squadron ready room,
years.
Mae Wests fastened, helmets at
She says there is not any
their side and chatting in the
appreciable difference between
of atomic tests in Nevada, talks
BY
Infra-red light, s a t Squadron
JAMES REEVES (middle), manager
to view the tests, in Las
with two of the foreign visitors invited
Leader John Pratt, of Whitehall,
and
Italy
of
(left)
Soria
Vegas. They are Brig. Gen, Umberto (international Sounciphoto)_
III., and his wingman, Lt. (jg)
Msj. Gen. Heinz Trettner, Germany.
John Mulchay, of Jacksonville,

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN JAMMED FOR GRAHAM
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BACKSTAIRS AT THE

Cohen Stubblefield

ABOUT ATOMIC BLASTS

TALK

SHERIFF

GAS— MONS

Tornadoes Kill 19

Fla.
When a blue pinhead "blip"
showed on a radar screenTideep
below-deeks, Pratt and Mclichay
scrambled for their planes. Twin
steam Catapults threw them into
the sky at 180 miles an hour.

2,000 pounds of potatoes a meal,
;
25,000 cups of coffee a day.
Pilots and deckside officers
ride to work from below-decks
on escalators. Getting around the
miles of passageways is worse
than finding your way out of
"Downed" in Seven minutes
the Pentagon. Fortunately there
"Roger Mickey Mouse 13," Mccutaway maps.
Keevy said to Pratt. "Eye hold are
Ship Fully Equipped
you pigeons three two zero 50
On deck standing on the bow
rl,iles to Donald Duck on my
of th ship, a crewman working
.',Idget. Take angels 40 ..."
on t e stern is barely visible to
It was ,seven minutes from
you.
on
"enemy"
the
of
sighting
'he
The ship's dentists turn out
•he radarscope when Pratt called
sets of false teeth a week
30
Deone
"splash
it in triumph,
and fill more cavities than for
of 10.000. More than a
Such maneuvers are the busi- a town
of cigarets and
cartons
million
floating
a
..:s of the Forrestal.
a year pass
bars
candy
million
a
for
the
only
'y equipped not
post exchanges
three
the
through
house
to
tireat of action but
Five vending machines
, 100 men for peace-time patrol. aboard.
out 15,000 cups of soft
These men consume six tons pump
a day.
food a day in numbers like drinks
But life is not at soft touch.
— 840 pies for one meal,
The men say they sometimes have
to wait an hour in the chow
line. Gambling and pin-up photos
are forbidden. The ship rocks
with the roar of jet launches,
men are stacked five-deep in
their compartments and because
of the Forrestal's key new role,
there isn't much liberty ashore.

Are you satisfied with the GAMBLERS
going tax free and YOUR STATE INCOME TAXES BEING INCREASED?
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

El
Charlie Lassiter

We have been well represented in the Inc
surance field .... Isn't THREE terms
ejiough for the INSURANCE BUSINESS?

GRACIOUSLY DECLINES
LOS ANGELES IP — Earl
Livingston, 33, dashed in and
out of a burning apartment house
to aid in the rescue of two
mothers and their 11 children.
When all had reached safety,
Livingston said, one of the mothers asked him to go intirThe
building once more to save her
television set.
He declined.
MacmIllan's In' Law Drowns
— A coroner's
LONDON 4I
jury culed . Monday that Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan's sister-in-law accidentally drowned
in her bath Thursday night.
The jury submitted the verdict
in the death of Mrs. Margaret
Macmillan, 73, wife of the prime
minister's brother, book publisher
Daniel De Mendi Macmillan.

Union $1,000,000

OKLAHOMA

TEXAS
o

"You'll have to pour that oil
FASTER...I'm in a MURRAY,"
We'll go a' LONG WAY to
give •ho Fastest Service!

an •fon,,,

MEXICO

MONK'S

ARROWS point to Silverton and
Lockney, two Texas towns
lashed by tornadoes. In Silverton, a town of 857, 18 were
killed and 68 injured. In Lockney, one killed, several injured.

BROKER George E. Newell of
Seattle, Wash., Dave Fleck's
home bailiwick, tells Senate
labor rackets probers in Washington that he realized a million dollars in profits from the
Teamsters' pension and welfare fund and lost $40,000 in a
deal with union official Frank
Brewster. Senator John Kennedy (D), Massachusetts, accused Newell of taking "excessive" commissions from the
International)
nennion fund.
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Owen Billington
tate Representative

As the date of the primary election draws
near, I want to sincerely thank each of you for the
extreme kindness shown me as I have visited in your
homes and talked with you elsewhere concerning
my candidacy for Sheriff. I also want to congratulate the fine gentlemen who are also candidates for
this office for the manner in which they have conducted their respective campaigns. I want very
much to win this election, but in doing so I pledge
to everyone that I shall continue to conduct my campaign on a high standard and which will meet the
approval of law abiding and courteous people.
Most of you are completely familiar with the
type of person that you will require to make a good
sheriff. You know, firs't of all, that it MUST be a
person who wants and is willing to do the work required; and, secondly, it should be a person qualified, by reason of training and experience in law
enforcement work, to effectively discharge the duties of this office. It is on these standards that I
earnestly ask for your vote.
My entire life has been lived among the
people of this county. You have had the full opportunity of seeing s' life and to know of my worthiness or unworthiness and whether I deserve your
support.
In addition to this, I offer you the advantages
of the experience which I have had in over 6 years
2 years of which have
/
of actult- law enforcement, 31
been as a Deputy Sheriff in this county. Thus you
have had the added opportunity to observe my work
for you under actual conditions that your Sheriff
will experience during the next four years. Yu
know that when I have been called as your Deputy
Sheriff, I have always responded in an effort to
help you. If elected as your Sheriff. I pledge to yott
that I shall always be available to the needs of every
citizen for law enforcement and protection.
My finances have not been adequate to justify extensive newspaper And radio advertising and
I must now rely upon your continuda enthusiastic
support until the election closes. If I amnualified
and deserving, and in your judgment will serve as
Sheriff in a satisfactory and capable manner. I. will
humbly appreciate your support, influence and vote
at this election.

Bares Miller File

Ninety-five years ago (1862)
the Norfolk Yard was captured
from the Confederates by U. S.
Marines

(paid for by working people)
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RICHARD ARENS, House unAmerican activities' committee
aide, stands outside federal
court In Washington after testifying that committee flies
show playwright Arthur Miller
was at one time a Communist
party member and supporter of
Red front groups. Miller is on
trial on a contempt charge
i growing out of his refusal to
answer questions concerning
activities of persons other than
himself.
(international)
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Activities

while they furnish the managerial
ability and the tools of production. Efficient young farmers may
find better futures for themselves in operating someone elses'
good farms than V struggling
to own a medlocrE one themselves.

Farm Facts

MON

4

_HOW TO SAVE $5,000,000,000

Farm Ownership Ver us Management. We are all concerned
about the difficulties, due to
the high capital requirements of
modern agriculture, that consomething' New. It has long
front young men in beconting
established in farming. The same been the custom of Chambers
BILL COUNTED' 01.IT
financial problems, however, con- of Commerce and other groups
front young men who want to of businessmen to sponsor tours
COLUMBIA, S. C. QS - Rep. go into any other productive and trips designed to promote
William Dobbins introduced a or merchandising business. In good will and encourage inresolution in the state legislature either case one cannot start as dustrial development. Now, the
to require legislators "having an owner-operator unless he has Kentucky Agricultural Council,
experience in the arts ef judo, had the good fortune to inherit a group composed of some seventy-five state-wide farm agencies
'ranting', boxing and fisticuffs" a going business.
•
organizatiohs, is planning
to insert such information in the
Possibly more young farmers and
same thing in behalf
legislative manual.
should consider climbing the lad- to do the
"It behooves the novice and der to farm ownership just like of agriculture. A two-day AgriBy DELOS SMITH
lesser skilled members to have he would have to do if he cultural Development Tour will
!of this
United Press Science Editor
knowledge of such information wanted to operate a grocery or be held in early August
NEW YORK E5 - An "un- for their protection," the resolu- department store, a garage or year. Tentative plans call for
bus, leaving Frankfort
happier light" is being thrown tion said.
any other business. He would a trip by
upon the "happy pill," meprobaThe resolution, prompted by first get a job working for a on August 6, with stops in Taymate, which is marketed as "Mil- a fist-fight last week between successful owner, then, in line lor and Green counties, enroute
Hoover
town" and "Equanil", the Ameri- two senators, was given a quick with his abilities, he would have to Burnside where the group
MUMMY EISENHOW12 and former President Herbert
spend the night. The second
can Academy of General Practice one-two and counted out.
a pleasant chat in this Whits House scene,
having
be
to
seem
an opportunity to become, pro- will
itinerary will take 'he
has warned its members - the
during which Hoover told the President of a way to save more
gressively, manager, partner or day**
through Pulaski, Lincoln
family doctors.
than $5,000,000,000 annually in federal spending. That would be
leassor, and then owner. Owner- party
and possibly Fayette counties.
the
This "light" is the "growing
in
either
however,
the Hoover plan for government reorganization. (international)
USS
ship,
(1950),
ago
Seven years
In the communities to be visitworry" among medical scientists Norton Sound successfully made business of farming or otherwise,
nts
that people who take it indis- the first shipboard launching of is not essential to success. Many ed are outstanding developme
,
criminately run the risk of not a Viking rocket and set an good operators, both in the city in pasture, livestock production
with
being able to get along without altitude record for American- and on the farm, find it pre- poultry and forestry, and,
in fruit
it. The "light" cannot be "resomeone else furn- a god start being made
%lade, single-stage rockets of ferable to let
vegetable production.
and
conciled with earlier statements
ownership
for
capital
the
ish
106.4 miles high.
that the durgo is non-addactive,"
the Academy.
At the same time it made
two disclosures. One was that a
medical reference, "Baylor University practical therapeutics," is
going to say meprobamate "is
habit-forming in the sense that
patients become quite dependent
on the drug."
Premature Revelation
The other was a premature
revelation of a forthcoming scientific report which will indicate
that meprobamate is not a true
"tranquilizer" like chlorpromazine
Miss Margie Hearld Whitmer
reserpine but a sedative more
like phenobarbital which defMr. and Mrs. Hearld A. Whitmer of Louisville an- initely is habit-forming.
When it is a question of wedof
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage , This report, said the academy,
ding invitations or announcetheir daughter, Margie Hearld, to Charles W. Waldrop will-*strstain the thought that
ments, we have all the answers
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. C. Wesley Waldrop of Muray. there is risk of drug dependence
correct in every detail, truly
...
Murray
at
major
Miss Whitmer is a senior music
(or of abstinence syndrome) when
of the occasion. See our
worthy
State College. She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, rneurpbamate is prescribed for
samples.
national professional music fraternity for women, of prolonged use by patients suffer-,
alcoholism
which she has served as vice-president of the local ing from anxiety,
and other emotional-behaviour
0/utilise Rojas'Pln11chapter.
ousted Colombia's dictator president,
states."
HUI 5 the five-man military junta which
Gen, Rafael N&V8.21 (army), Maj.
Mr. Waldrop was graduated from Murray Training It added that "Baylor practical
Brig'
Bogota:
in
left,
From
t
of the junta and
1a, and took control of the governmen
School and Murray State College. He is now a sophomore therapeutics" will "note also that
police), Maj. Gen. Garbriel Paris (president
Gen. Deogranas Fonseca (national
Brig. Gen. Lies C.(Melones Inteland
ivorics)
(public
at the University of Louisville School of Medicine where withdral symptoms - restPiedrahlta
(International Soendphote)
minister of war), Rear Adm. Ruben
he is a member of Phi Chi, professional medical frater- lessness, insomnia, convulsionsllamas). Rollie flew to Spain.
fratersocial
Alpha,
Delta
of
member
_
have
a
who
may occur in patients
nity. He is also
been habituated to high doses."
nity.
10.
set for August
The Academy's views followed
The wedding date has been •
•
•
publication of the results of
•
carefully controlled experiments
in laboratory animals w hich
showed that meprobamate in high
doses produced severe "withsymptoms" - in the
Murray, Kentucky
meeting at the church at two- drawal
Monday, May 20
animals - when they were dethirty o'clock.
prived of rneprobamate.
•• • •
The Young Women's Class of
Fiscal Year Ending April 30, 1957
However, the Acamedjes waftthe First Baptist Church will
The Music Department of the
.01111.
that
at
prepared
being
was
ing
13anhave its Mother-Daughter
Murray Woman's Club will meet
wese
quet at the Woman's Club House at the club house at seven-thirty Ono and the two events
coincluental .although both were
at six-thirty o'clock.
o'clock.
•• ••
reflective of a concern among
•• ••
medical scientists lest the public
The Penny Homemaker's Club
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- is being overly "tranquilized''
will meet at 1:30 o'clock at the
For the Fiscal Year Ended April 36, 1957
home of Mrs. Richard Armstrong. der of the Rainbow for Gifls "with drugs.
April 30, 1957
Enormous Amounts
Note change in meeting place. will meet di the Masonic Hall
$14,682.11
Balance 5-1-56
••••
The "tranquilizer" drugs now
at seven o'clock.
ASSETS
•• ••
are reaching the publis in emirGIFTS AND ENDOWMENTS RECEIVED:
Tuesday, May 21
The Gladys McElrath Business mous amounts, of the 'sires- CURRENT ASSETS:
are number
they
drugs,"
cription
of
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the
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Circle
Women's
Donations by Second Mortgage Holders . $13,375.00
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Cash on Hand
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The Christian Women's
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manner
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BALANCE SHEET
Murray 'Hospital Association, Murray, Kentucky,
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RE-ELECT

OWEN BILLINGTON
State Representative
He helped take the old age lien off
our homes!
- OLD AGE PENSION FOLKS.

BIT OF PAST
CHICAGO fiR - A bit of the
past turned up unexpectedly while
workmen were digging the foundation for a new plant.
They came acorss a high-topped
woman's shoe - vintage 1870.

Employees' State Income Tax
Deductions
Employees' Federal Income Tax
Deductions
Employees' Blue Cross Deductions
Social Security Taxes - Accrued
and Withheld
Total Current Liabilities

118.17
1,180.50
239,29
583.64
$

9,280.95

LONG TERM'LIABILITIES:
ENDS TUESDAY

Citizens - Second Mortgage
Total Long Term Liabilities

8,625.00
8,625.00

CAPITAL and RETAINED EARNINGS:
Contributed Capital - Gifts and
86,549.22
Endowments
Surplus Created by Appreciation of
149,602.87
Fixed Assets
ti
;
Retained Earnings' 5-1-56 .. 67,276.69
Add: Net Income, Current Fiscal
'78,855:40
11,579.71
Year
Total Capital and Retained Earnings

WHAT-A -GUY WAYNE!

THE WINGS
)28

TOTAL LIABILITIES, CAPITAL AND'
RETAINED EARNINGS

Chest Xray Unit
X-ray Tank
.
X-ray Film Cabinet
Air Conditioners
•
Fire Doors
Hal Houston Memorial ...r
Painting (8) Rooms
Dermatome
Bed Pan Washer
Ice Cube Maker
Econostat
Films Training
Reduction of Second Mortgage • • ......

3,826.65
540.82
66.05
4,517.73
1,857.64
60.90
235.50
290.00
687.55
638.31
350.45
10.00
13,375.00

315,007:49

$832,913_._44

Undesignated
Cash in Bank (Ford Foundation Funds)
TOTAL FUNDS 4-30-57
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32,045.9
Total Expenditures
Balance 4-30-57
Balance Accounted for as follows:
Designated Funds
Films and Supplies for routine chest X-ray.
$125.00
program
26.00 $
150.00
Painting Room 217

A NEW TRIUMPH FOR

.mcipocot.o*
JOHN WAYNE
DAN DAILEY
MAUREEN O'HARA

STATEMENT of GIFTS and ENDOWMENTS"
Murray Hospital Association, Murray, Kentucky
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Hugh O'Brian
Takes Up For
Karp Outfit
for throe days. Cletasiflid ado are payable In advance.
$o per word foe one day, minimum sill words for BOG - Sc per word

to a particular destination. These
men would have indeed looked
silly dressed as Wyatt Earp.
Even the cows would have had
to laugh at this one.
Wyatt Earp was not a cowboy.
He lived in town and was more
like the city policeman of today.
He wore the typical garb of
a marshal of that time - the
vest, black coat and matching
hat, and striped pants. If he
id happen to be out on the
trail doing a job, he would dress
like the typical cowboy we know.

7- ACCUSED OF STRIPPING GIRL

-Aline Mosby is on vacation.
In her absence Hugh (Wyatt
For Magistrate, Liberty Dis- THREE BEDROOM brick house, Earp) O'Brien answers a recent
trict: Almon Willoughby; H. C. living room, utility room, kitchen United Press column in which
and den. Plastered walls. See former cowbriy star Guinan (Big
Employed With "Trail" Garb •
"Hemp" Ellis.
In fact, when Wyatt first acDis- owner, Joe Morton, 1405 Vine. Boy) Williams blasted Hugh's
Wadesboro
Magistrate,
For
MONUMENTS
Phone 1137-M.
M22P fancy western attire on TV.
THREE Room unfurnished apartcepted. his job as marshal he
trict: Max Parrish.
ment, available now. Phone 774. Murray Marble & Granite Works,
had only his "trail" clothes. The
District:
Hazel
Magistrate,
For
'1
M20C isuilders of fine memorials for
townspeople offered to chip in
Pool.
Roy
By 1711.1Gle O'BRIAN
over half century. Porter White,
and buy him his first "town"
Written For United Press
For City Judge: William H.
M27C
PARTLY Furnished or unfurn- Manager. Phone 121.
wardrobe, so that he could dress
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
HOLLYWOOD it It was in- in keeping with the new job.
ished two room apartthent. 405
sales,
resentative In Muray. For
John W. Whitnell to Opal Kel- teresting to read Guinnn (Big
Elm, phone 49 nights, 909 days..
Actually Wyatt tried to spend
on awnings service and repair. Contact Mr.
ley 'Underwood and J. E. Un- Boy) Williams' comments on the most of his time in town. He
M20C FREE ESTIMATES
and venetian blinds. Call 1310. A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone derwood, land.
clothes I wear as TV's Wyatt was the first man to employ
h124C
Stroud Upholstry Shop.
M24C 22504.
Earp. He said if any real cow- psychological methods to law
Miles Scholar to James fcboys saw me in my usual Wyatt enforcement. Whenever possible,
3 ROOM downstairs apartment.
Neely, 30 acres.
Earp get-up they would split he tried to out-think rather than
Private, furnished. Call 386-J Alum awnings for limited time,
M22P any size. 10 Alum windows, 1
John Nance (Pat) and Jane their sides laughing. It wouldn't out-shoot the criminal. He didn't
daytime 1625 night.
concern me, because on my Wyatt spend as much time on his horse
door, $199 installed, Home ComResponsible Paschall to Pliny A. and Jeanne Earp show I don't play a cow- as most people think.
PIANO.
fort Co., 18th & Main street. SPINET
boy.
J15C party in this area can arrange (Jeane) Winchester.
FOR RENT or SALE. 4 room Phone 1303.
If Mr. Williams . could care
By definition, a cowboy or
LOOK! Free instaltion on all
house with garden plot. One mile
to check the authenticity of the
tdrfrank
ux
Ted
et
Barnett
J.
called
was
he
as
"cow man,"
most attractive purchase on this
Northeast of Penny. See Bill
styles depicted on our show,
M. White et ux, lots.
was a man who traveled the he -has put to check any. public
Dunn, Sykes Bros. Lumber Co. POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT fine Spinet Piano. Write before
cattle
of
trail driving a herd
truck- Credit Mgr.,
M22P
library or costume company. Our
The Ledger and Times is auth- we send
Piano Co, P. 0. Box 784,
tre.hnical adviser on the, show
orized to announce the following Joplin
Puzzle
Saturday'.
Avsw•r to
M20C
Paducah, Ky.
is Stuart N. Lake, who spent
CRO -,sWORD PUZZLE
persons as candidates in the
four years with Earp before he
Democratic Primary, May 28,
44-Datilah Island
Oi, SPED
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AC 9065
died. He is considered a supreme
46 -College degree
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49- ROWS
through out, electric heat, nice
His is the only authorized biobeloved
Rickman, phone 1965, after 3:30
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of Karp ever published.
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gain if sold at once.
For Circuit Judge: H. H. Love
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21-Thoroughfare
For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary GOOD 10 ROOM house just off
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Rayburn; Leon
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birds
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4F-Not• of scale
33-Instrumen t
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13-Juniperlike
STOP THAT ITCH!
dall B. Patterson; Hafton C. home with $100 income see this
7-King of beasts
shrub.
19-City in Peru
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17-Dialect
IN JUST 15 MINUTES,
Garner.
9-Ire
41 -Provide crew
one. Easy terms or will trade
several men for the summer
"rile
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19.
Bilbrey, 19; Joann Golembieski,
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Patsy said she accepted a ride to
up
party with them, and they picked
lonely
three youth; and took her to a
her
spot She said the youths held
hair
while the girls whacked off her
telland then stripped off her clothes,
to
ing her, "That will teach you not
(International)
talk about us."
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He helped put the Minimum Foundation Program for Education in effect
and raised teachers' salaries.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
was that you were the darnest ings and started to quest!on us
CHAPTER 18
POKER clanged against liar I'd ever encountered, but now all in earnest"
"Hiram said it was murder,
tongs and Nora opened I'm not so sure." Tom looked
her eyes. The room was sun- down at her. Abruptly he put out didn't be?"
"Are' you sorry you sent for
flooded. Outside the window there a hand, touched her cheek with
7"
were crimson maple leaves, gold- unexpected geintlenesk "I'm go- him
"No, I'm glad. We have to
ing down to get you some coffee.
en oak. It was a beautiful day.
know the truth. We have to Lock the door after me."
Her lids closed. A log dropped
He went out without a word stop IL"
on the fire and she opened them
He watrhed her curiously.
she got out of bed and walkagain with an effort_ She felt and
ed slowly to the door. She turned "Well," he said, "at least you are
not
takhad
she
and
yet
drugged
the key. Only than did he go all set for a nice passive role "

TH.the

en a sleeping pill. She was sure
of that Then what-she remembered then the sharp prick as the
needle had gone into her arm
and Garry rubbing the muscle
briskly before going to sterilize
the hypodermic.
Someone moved and she sat up
in bed. Tom Jones, who had
thrust a piece of pitch pine under
the log, got to his feet and strolled over to the bed. Conscious of
the sheer nightgown, Nora slipped
down and pulled the sheet over

down the hall toward the eters:
She dressed in dark slacks and
white shirt and a blue cardigan
Then she ripped it off. If only she
had some other color. Since Stuart ha( told her he preferred it,
she had never worn anything
else. The day she was allowed to
go to New York or Boston. she
determined, she'd go on a buying
spree, get all the colors in the
rainbow. Except blue.
There was a tap on the door

and her heart thudded. She was
her bare shoulders.
afraid to open it. Afraid to know
"What on earth are you doing who was waiting in the hall. And
here?" she asked
she'd be afraid always, she
"Making up the fire," he said. thought with a stirring of hor-

"The police are talking to your
nurse."
She remembered then the highpitched scream, the crash as
Olive Riddle had fallen to her
death. Wearing the blue velvet
robe that was Nora'a. Everyone
would have assumed that the
woman in blue was Nora. Every-

one but Garry, who knew Mrs.
Riddle had made another of her
raids on Nora's wardrobe to nave
buying her own clothes.

IM

a

monster, Nora thought.

I should be grieving for Aunt
Olive and I can't grieve for her.
I'm afraid.
"I'm sorry you were bothered."
she said to the tall man who
scowled down at her. "The fire
seems to be doing nicely."
The words of polite dismissal
had no effect He did not go
away. "The idea," he said, "seems
to be that someone should stay
with you."
"Whose idea?'
"Your physician's, for one. Finley Black sent for him last night
and he flew down here from Boston. Arrived about four-thirty in
the morning."
"Dr. Ruysdahl came here? But
why? There's nothing wrong with
me." Nora'a face was as white
as the pillow. "Or Is there? 0
God, Is there? Tell me the truth,

I HOPE IT WON'T
RAIN BEFORE
YOUR GUESTS
ARRIVE

"What do you mean by that?"
'You'd be a mio,hty nice girl.'
Nora, If you weren't so suspicious."
"In my position would you be
trusting?"
"Perhaps not, though Pm not
clear as to just what your peeltion is. Anyhow, BA I was about
to explain, your physician came
before dawn, looked you over,
and gave instructions to your
nurse. She gave you a hypodermic arid told the police you could
not be questioned." He added
smoothly, "But that must be an
old story to you."
Nora lifted a teaspoon up and
down with the Up of her finger.
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ABBIg an' SLATS
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"So we come to the question of
alibis. That." he added with a
hint' of laughter in his eyes. "is
where it pays off to be married.
The Hugers alibied each other.
All the rest of us claimed to have
been asleep, except for your cousin Frank, who said he'd bee,reading late and was just starting

by Raeburn Van Berme
EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CI-IILO
(
IN AMERICA WASHES HIS FACE AND
HANDS AT LEAST ONCE A DAY,'
wE RE THE CLEANEST NATION IN
HISTORY- THEN WHY ARE THE
SALES OF NUGGET SOAP OFF

ThEFE NO CCUST A,?'
IT, MR. NUGGET- N'JGGE1
NEEDS SOMETHING
NEW AND
EXCITING;

•YOU'RE THI-- ADvt-k
CAI ME SOMETHING NEW AND
EXCITING -AND YOU'D SETTER.
SELL.G
MAKE
, 7 NUG'2ET

-

SIXTEEN PIIICENT r

.NUCGETSOAPCD.

to undress when he heard Mrs.
Riddle scream. Oh, and your
nurse. Seems she had been out
with Ives, though I doubt If she'd

(17.:s=c2==gi
.

have mentioned it without gloms
prompting from your friend Potter."
said."
There was a footstep in the
It occurred to her that he did.
so after art annoyed glance she hall and Tom got up. "Your nurse
finished her breakfast To her seems to be back from the wars."
surprise she felt much better. The He saw the cardigan she had
drugged lethargic feeling was dropped on the floor and picked

'

by Al Capp
LIL' ABNER

gone. She had a sense of wellbe- it up.
ing.
She thanked him aheently. "I
"Now," she said, "tell me hate the thing," she said. "I wish
what's been happening since Garry put me to bed."
The Connecticut State Police
had come and had done the usual things, pictures, prints, all that.
They had their own medical man

by Ernie Bushrniller

NANCY

ror, until she knew riho it was.
"GO on," she said.
If she weren't killed first.

"Open un," Tom called. -Breakfast"
She unlocked the door then, let
him in and cleared • table for
his tray. "Heavens," she said. "I
can't eat all this."
"You will if I have to push it
in. I brought up an extra cup
for myself." He sat across horn
her. "You look more awake now."
When she had eaten about half
of the breakfast she pushed back
her chair.
"No, you don't," he said calmly. "Finish it I meant what I

— FRIENDS OF KY, EDUCATION SYSTEM

"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Phone 262
104 East Maple St.

••••••6.0m.
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YOUR
NOSE!!THAT'LL
TWITCH

I had some other color."
"I've a nice bright crimson
pullover," he suggested -Miles too

PRESS TH'
GREEN
FaAJTTON AN'
START THE
R
CONDITIONING

big for you, of course, but a
cheerful color."

"Thanks. I'd like to wear It."
He reached out and took her
along. It was a broken neck, all
right. They had taken the body chin in his hand. "Darned if I
know why It ii that people want
away.
could
"Your lawyer made a good job to take care of you. That

say this,
of it," Tom said. "He had a nice get to be a habit. I'll
sweetest little
straightforward story. The trail- Nora. You're the
ing skirt, the high heels, every- liar I've ever met."
--thing added up to an accident."
Mr. Potter trap, a ironer'
He stopped to light a cigarette.
"But then your friend Potter put 'aspect. "You've lanced yourin his oar, cornered Captain Foote self Into tills." he gays. "Now
you'd better talk yourself nit."
and had a private conversation
me physically."
"What theory your lawyer has with him After that, the police Continue "Run for Your life."
I can't figure out. My own theory got a different view of proceed- Chapter 19, In Monday's paper.

r.r.r
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ro NIAVE THAT THE
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MECHANIZED
MONSTER
S1.11Tif—
WORLD'S

Sfr

Toni."

"I don't know the truth," he
said soberly, "except that you're
not crazy, if that's what is worrying you."
'Then why send for the doctor?
There's nothing the matter with
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WHY I VOTED
For The

KEENELAND BILL

There was no tax whatsoever on the Keeneland
Foundation until 1954- I helped put the tax on the foundation by voting for it as your representative in the 1954
Session of the legislature.
However, when the bill to remove the tax off
of Keeneland was presented to the 1956 legislature, I informed its sponsors that I could not vote for it and would
be against taking the tax off the race track even if the
profits did go to hospitals, schools and the University of
'Kentucky.

-

I was asked if some satisfactory means could be
worked out whereby the average citizen did not have to
absorb the tax — Would I then be for it. By my previous
experience in the legislature, I knew I was in a position
for some old fashioned horse trading so I set my terms
high. I, being a representative of a dry county and one
little affected by horse racing, joined with several other
representatives and senators from other counties like
ours to vote for the Keeneland Bill in return for sufficient
votes to impose an additional 5r.- tax per gallon on the
production of whiskey in Kentucky.
I do not gamble nor drink. I consider both devestating vices, but any time that I can be a part of placing
a S4.000,000 additional tax on one while only cancelling
$300,000 on the other I shall vote that way. Now if it
were possible I would vote to cancel $300.000 taxes on
liquor if I could get a $4,000,000 additional tax on
Keeneland. I did what you would have done under the
circumstance if you had a desire to truly and properly
represent Calloway County.
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REPRESENTATIVE OWEN ESILLINGTON

The Keeneland Foundation Bill is a non-profit
co-op owned by the Horse farmers of Kentucky. It is
similiar to our own Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association except that the profits of the race track is
given to the schools and hospitals of our state.

Mun
Oiler

I consider race tracks and whiskey in about the
same class and I knew there would never be a race track
or whiskey distillery in my home county of Calloway. I
thought I had made a good horse trade for Calloway
County, thus my vote for Keeneland helped reduce ail
tax burden of Calloway County instead of adding to it
as my opponent has charged.
. My opponent has challenged for me to tell what
I got for voting for Keeneland. Here is what the people
of Calloway County received:
The $4,000,000 additional tax increase on
whiskey.
The advisory Highway Commissioner job for
the first district Which is very important with
the $100,000,000 Road Bond issue coming
up.
Murray State College received a fully financed Budget for the first time in its history.
Our fair share of the state employees for the
first time in history.
The biggest and best road program in the history of the county.
Three major appointments in the State Government in Calloway.
A Lake Trail development that will bring
hundreds of thousands of dollars to Calloway
County.
A working agreement with present Administration that will assure Calloway County's
fair part of any benefits that the state might
be able to bestow on its counties.
The Whiskey Lobby of Ky. boasted that they
would get me for taking a lead in increasing the whiskey
tax.
APOPPPIrsl
Is my opponent unwittingly being used by this
powerful whiskey lobby?

OWEN BILLINGION
YOUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
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